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THE MOST REVOLUTIONARY
RESIDENTIAL ROOF ANCHOR

EVER MADE

“GET HITCHED!”

SPECIFICATIONS

Fabricated from lightweight and durable 
powder-coated aluminum, the HitchClip™ 
is easy to install and functions as a 
permanent rooftop anchor

Patented “key-hole” design allows the 
HitchClip™ to be used to set up guardrail 
systems, staging areas and more

HitchClip™ is suitable for the following 
applications:

   Personal Fall Arrest

   Restraint

   Work Positioning

   Rescue/Confined Space

Capacity range (including all equipment): 
130 − 310 lbs., or up to 420 lbs. if used 
in combination with equipment explicitly 
certified for such use

Minimum breaking strength: 5,000 lbs.

Maximum 1 connection per HitchClip™

Recommended fasteners: (6) 16d 
galvanized framing nails, or (6) 3½” #10 
Primeguard exterior screws



For more information on the HitchClip™ accessories and pricing, please reach out to your distributor.

HitchClip™ ROOF ANCHOR

Weighing only 4.4 oz., the HitchClip™ anchor 
was designed by a contractor for contractors.

No longer do tradesmen need to access a 
ridge to install a fall arrest system. With the 
HitchClip™ you can install directly from the 
ladder. And, due to its small size and light 
weight, tradesmen can easily install their 
personal fall-arrest system regardless of the 
work zone and layout of the roof.

With a lanyard or SRL, it's easy as:

HitchClip™ STAGING SYSTEM

Once you install your HitchClip™, it can be 
used as the base attachment unit for a full 
line of production staging accessories.

The HitchClip™ allows for you to quickly install 
and remove staging accessories without 
needing to remove any fasteners. Eliminate 
timely and costly break downs at the end of 
the job.

With a Roof Jack or Bunk Jack, it's easy as:

ROOF JACK

The Roof Jack is specially designed to be 
utilized during construction as a staging 
area for workers, tools, materials and 
debris.

The distinct advantage the Roof Jack has 
over the competition is the ability to use it 
in combination with the HitchClip™ anchor 
for quick and easy installation.

BUNK JACK

The Bunk Jack is an oversized Roof Jack 
designed to accommodate a full bunk of 
plywood, helping to make roofing work 
both safer and faster. Also, when staged 
appropriately, it can be utilized as a 
rooftop work bench and cutting station.

STEP 1
Position accessory above 
HitchClip™

STEP 3
Insert adjustment pin(s) 
into installed accessory*

*Roof Jack shown

STEP 2
Slide into HitchClip™

STEP 1
Install with screws or 
nails

STEP 3
Clip into HitchClip™

STEP 2
Open connector gate


